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Advent 2013  Week 1: Preparing for the Absurd 

Advent I: Preparing for the Absurd  
 

PREPARING THE SPACE 

You may wish to create an “alter-table” with a purple or blue 

cloth, a candle, a picture of a mountain or a gardening tool. 

 

WELCOME & LIGHTING A CANDLE 

As you light the candle say,  

“Come, let us walk in the light God gives.” 

Let us enjoy the light! Take a few moments of silence. 

 

THE POEM OF THE PROPHET 

Read Isaiah 2:1-5, slowly. 

The Prophet Isaiah spoke his words in pictures. As you listen a 

second time picture his words in the eyes of your imagination. 

 

CIRCLE TIME 

This is a time for all participants to “check in.” There is no cross 

talk or discussion. Start with yourself and then go around the 

circle.  

Share your name and briefly tell about a special or unique 

place you walk (or used to walk.) 

 

ENTRY POINTS 

See the Participant Sheet #1 for the Entry Points. Read silently 

or out loud taking turns. 

 

 

 

Preparing for the Absurd - Isaiah 2:1-5 

Spiritual Practices in the Isaiah Readings 

NOTES ON 
PLANNING YOUR 
SESSION 

Gather items to help 

create your space.  

You will need a Bible. 

You may wish to 

explore different 

translations at 

biblegateway.com 

Make copies of 

Participant Sheet #1. 

Download the Audio 

Recording #1: 

“Breath Prayer” to 

your laptop to play to 

the group. Or learn 

the practice and 

share it with your 

group. 

The session is 

designed for one 

hour but you can 

adapt for a shorter or 

longer time. 
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Preparing for the Absurd - Isaiah 2:1-5 

 
WONDERING QUESTIONS 

Wondering questions have no right or wrong answers. They help start a conversation. Use as 

many as you like or make your own! 

 The Mountain of the Lord is the place where people gather to the Holy. I wonder what 

the “Mountain of the Lord” really is. I wonder where it is. 

 The Mountain promises Mystery. Advent proposes impossibilities. I wonder where (or 

how!) we look for signs that dreams or visions are present.  

 I wonder where in your life, or the life of your church, you have seen absurd 

transformations like swords into ploughshares, or hate into love, impossible into possible, 

or no into yes. 

 Isaiah suggests we seek God together. I wonder what deep longing lies at the heart of 

your congregation. 

 I wonder how the “Holy” is inviting you to use this Advent to prepare for the Mystery of 

Christmas. 

 

A PRAYER PRACTICE FOR THE WEEK 

Breath Prayer Practice 

Play the Audio Recording #1 “Breath Prayer.” 

Invite the group to practice as they are able through the week.  

 

BLESSING 

This poem expresses the depths of human longing as people stream together to the Mountain. 

Invite the group to think silently about a quality, hope or desire they need most. 

May I be blessed this day with ____invite participants to fill in the blank with their longing__________. 

And may __________ reach wherever it is needed. 

For example: May I be blessed this day with beauty. And may beauty reach wherever it is 

needed. 

[This blessing is printed on Participant Sheet #1. Encourage participants to pray the 

blessing each of the coming days of Advent. Be free to change the word of blessing as 

each day requires.] 

 

Group Blessing: [Extinguish Candle]  

Leave with Light lingering about you and know that God is always coming into the world.  

 


